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The CHILD Curriculum: How is my performance
monitored as a teacher at Chailey Heritage School

How is my performance monitored as a teacher at Chailey Heritage School
As stated in the Summative Assessment document, we do not use any system of measurement of
progress to compare any one child with other children and we therefore do not have numerical data
to compare the progress of our children with the progress of children in other schools.
Instead, we believe that ‘If the input to each child’s learning is the very best it can be,
then the progress made by that child, whatever that is, will be the very best that the
child could have made’. Therefore, the key to the effectiveness of the CHILD curriculum, is the
quality of input to each child’s learning, and so we need to be sure that we monitor and
triangulate, and that we are accurate in our judgement of this.
We are very fortunate to have a fully integrated team of specialist clinicians and therapists. These
experts, along with the children’s families, monitor each child’s progress. Together they set
individual targets and support the teaching teams with professional advice and with specific
interventions.
However, even with this, the quality of the teachers and their teaching, is crucial to the children’s
progress. They need to have specialist knowledge of teaching children with special needs and
disabilities and sensory impairments; they need to be able to plan, assess and record effectively;
they need to be able to respond to each child’s changing learning needs; they need to be able to
understand and use all the available equipment and techniques available.
In order to be able to say that the input to each child’s learning is the very best it can be,
there needs to be rigorous monitoring, reviewing and management of teacher performance. The
table below outlines the key mechanisms used for this.
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Overview Table

Key aspects of my performance as per CHS teacher progression standards
1. The children’s learning – learner progress outcomes
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A; F; G; H;
I
Teaching – delivery of lessons and individual learning activities;
B; D; E;
integration of therapies
F; H
Curriculum – effective use of the CHILD curriculum; the planning, assessing and A; B; E;
F; G; H; I
recording cycle; SMSC
Professional relationships – teamwork and leadership
C; D; G
C; C1;
Improvement planning – awareness of and contribution to dept./school
improvement
CPD – proactive, self-directed learning
C; C1; F
Specialisms – understanding of special needs, and specialist approaches
A; B; C;
C1; D; E;
F; G; H;

Mechanism A:
The learner progress
interview

Coverage
1, 3, 7

Involvement
Headteacher and external school
improvement
consultant.

Timing

Annually, 2nd half of
summer term

The concept:
Teachers prepare for an interview with the headteacher and external consultant.
They will have ready evidence of learner progress for each of the learners in their
class/tutor group. The interviewers will go through each learner’s evidence in turn and
compare their judgements of progress with the teacher’s judgement. This is the major part of
teacher appraisal and can be seen as part of a teacher’s CPD in itself, being developmental as
well as a means of quality assurance.
What will be examined (see appendix A)
• Planning: evidence of assessment for learning; changing and adapting targets;
creating opportunities for development. Evidence of breadth and balance.
• Learner progress files – evidence of individual learner progress; quality of
evidence.
• Other systems/records – evidence of progress in areas not targeted by the profiles.
• Causes for concern during the year re individuals’ progress
• Evidence of interventions & requests for support, and any outcomes.
• Causes for celebration during the year re individuals’ progress
• IPR meeting notes of professional discussions; parents’ meeting notes.
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Mechanism B:
Lesson observations

Coverage
2, 3, 7

Involvement
CHS team of experienced and
trusted teachers

Timing
Twice per year, plus
additional if
requested/advised

The concept:
A team of experienced teachers will, between them, observe all the teachers in the school
twice during the course of the year. A focus will be agreed between teacher and observer
before the observation. The observation has a focus on support and development through
coaching, and also the sharing of good practice. If significant issues were observed, these
would be shared with senior colleagues for further support. This process is part of the
teacher’s CPD contributing to and supporting professional learning.
What will be examined: (see appendix B)
• All criteria for outstanding teaching at CHS
• Teacher’s agreed focus areas for development, plus any other focus, either
highlighted in a previous observation or as generic focus for the whole school
• Teaching and Learning - What took place?
• What Worked Well, and Even Better If
• Characteristics of effective learning (what was seen re: development of learning
capacities)
• SMSC
• Ideas for further development
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Mechanism C:
Appraisal
meetings

Coverage
4; 5; 6;
7

Involvement
Line managers: HT; DHTs; dept.
managers

Timing
Beginning, middle
and end of academic
year

The concept:
Performance targets are set according to the CHS progression standards (appendix C2) by
teachers’ line managers, with input from the senior leadership team. Targets are based on: the
needs of the school and its students; outcomes of previous years’ targets; responsibilities held
or desired; career development. Progression through the CHS teacher progression scales is
dependent on appraisal. The learner progress interview (Mechanism A) is part of the appraisal
process.
CPD is discussed, teachers may be directed to specific CPD tasks according to their
developmental needs, and may also request CPD to be considered. Possible CPD options to
meet needs: coaching; mentoring; job shadowing; attending a suitable course; visiting
another school/institution; buddying with a more experienced colleague; twilight provision by
the school; taking a further qualification; leading change within a team; taking a whole school
responsibility; reading/researching; joining a whole school working party; joining a multidisciplinary working group; carrying out an Action Research project in collaboration with a
group or individually; taking part in VERP (video-enhanced reflective practice)
What will be examined (see appendices C1, C2 & C3):
• The teachers’ own CPD log (Mechanism C1)
• Outcomes of the learner progress interview (Mechanism A above)
• Performance against the Chailey Teachers’ Standards
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Mechanism C1:
Teacher’s
professional
development log
and reflective
journal

Coverage
5; 6; 7

Involvement
Line managers: department
managers

Timing
Ongoing, kept by
teacher. Referred to
at appraisal meeting
3 and/or learner
progress
interview.

The concept:
Teachers at CHS are expected to be engaged in self-directed learning, to keep themselves
abreast of new research and ideas in the field of special education, to continue to improve
their own practice and to share with others. For teachers aspiring to promotion through the
Chailey Heritage Scales, or to a lead or specialist position, or indeed at another school, this
will be vital evidence. The log will help teachers demonstrate through the appraisal process
that they have further developed their skills as a teacher each year.
What will be examined (see appendix C1):
•
What experiences/actions/activities the teachers have had which have been part of
their CPD
•
How the CPD links to whole-school development initiatives and/or specific areas for
development in either their own practice or that of their team, i.e. what was the basis
for the initial idea? How was the need identified?
•
What they have learned from these experiences
•
How this has affected their practice
•
How this has benefited other people’s practice (where relevant)
•
How the impact was monitored and evaluated
•
Their training log.
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Mechanism D:
Senior leader
drop-in
observations
(clipboard
visits)

Coverage
2; 4; 7

Involvement
HT; DHTs; Sr Mgr.

Ongoing, at least 1
per mgr. per week.

The concept:
The headteacher and 3 senior managers keep a RAG-rated log of ‘drop-ins’. These cover
lessons, break times, and any other sessions in the school day, including those led by nonteaching staff such as therapists and other specialists. The drop-ins are unannounced and
are part of the senior team’s daily monitoring. Drop-ins will typically be around 5 minutes.
Where there is an amber or red rating, there will be a follow-up discussion or other
actions logged. Where the observation is green rated there is no follow-up unless to
congratulate a team on excellent work.
What will be examined: See appendix D1 and D2
• All aspects of the school day.
• That specialist knowledge of SEND is being used to plan activities and set targets.
• That specialist interventions are understood and are being used effectivel
• Observers are also looking to ensure that staff are on task, learners are engaged, and health
& safety and classroom/space management is in order and the environment is best used.
‘the WHY imperative’
• Observers will ask members of staff what any particular learner is doing, why they are
doing it, and how this relates to their ‘next steps’, and will expect knowledgeable answers
from all. (See the ‘clip-board visit’ poster, appendix D2).
Mechanism E:
Coverage Involvement
Timing
2; 3; 7
Ad hoc
Learning walks (in
ESMT; Governors; TAs;
development)
Parents;
The concept:
Senior Managers, governors, parents, and TAs will visit different classes informally,
and unobtrusively, on an ad-hoc basis to gain an impression of and increase their awareness of
teaching and learning taking place throughout the school.
What will be examined:
• All kinds of learning activities
• Atmosphere and culture
• Care for the pupils
• Specialist support (CHS teacher specialists and CHCS therapy integration)
• Use of assistive technology
• Levels of engagement apparent in students
• Teamwork
• Environment: displays; use of space; health & safety
• evidence of SMSC
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Mechanism F:
Specialist support monitoring
(in development)

Coverage
1; 2; 3; 6; 7

Involvement
Specialist teachers for: SEND; PMLD;
VI/HI/MSI; subjectspecific learning.

The concept:
We currently have: two teachers with specific skills and accreditation, one for PMLD and one
for sensory impairment; one deputy head with SEND specialist accreditation; one lead teacher
for subject specific learning. Their roles are primarily to support other teachers and teaching
teams; to spread good practice; to create and deliver induction and other training modules;
and to skill staff up in other ways. These include: attendance and input at IPRs; monitoring
and support with teachers’ planning; team- teaching to model best practice; reviewing learner
profiles and evidence of progress with teachers; liaison with therapists and teachers re
individual children; attendance at IPRs/ARs as necessary. Over the course of a year, they will
have worked with all the teachers in the school, and will have records of this, including where
extra support is needed, or has been given.
What will be examined (see appendix 3):

•
•
•
•
•
•

Effectiveness of teaching: style and content
Planning, including techniques for AfL
Evidence of progress
Integration and understanding of therapies
Environment and equipment
Understanding of SEND, including requirements for CPD and further research/training.
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Mechanism G:
Coverage
Involvement
Individual pupil reviews
Teacher; HT; SALT; Physio; OT;
1; 3; 4; 7
(IPRs)
care staff; TA
The concept:
Every child at CHS has their progress individually reviewed at an annual panel meeting, one
panel meeting per child, on a rolling program. The panel is called an IPR (individual pupil
review) and is attended by:
•
Specialist SEN teacher
•
Speech & language therapist
•
Occupational Therapist
•
Physiotherapist
•
Specialist SEN teaching assistant (link worker)
•
Residential care staff (where applicable)
•
Multi-sensory impairment specialist teacher (where applicable)
At this meeting, all aspects of the learner's profile are reviewed, revised and updated, and new
targets may be set. There is discussion of new/different approaches based on what has and
hasn’t worked. This is minuted by the teacher and kept as evidence for the learner progress
interview.
Following the meeting, the teacher meets with parents, to review the progress made and the
new /revised targets. It is very important that parents give input. Revised profiles are
distributed.
What will be examined (see appendix G1 & G2)
• Learner progress for all individuals
• Effective use of the CHILD curriculum
• Integration of therapies
• Parents’ contribution to the target setting
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Mechanism H
Reviewing of learner
progress files (LPFs) and
Class Assessment Files of
Evidence (CAFÉ folders)

Coverage
1, 2, 3, 7

Involvement
Department managers; deputy
head for SEN; headteacher and
external consultant.

The concept
Department managers will monitor LPFs and CAFÉ files every half term as well as ad- hoc, and
will use a central spreadsheet to log their findings. They will use Green Amber Red to indicate
how well these are kept. The log will be looked at weekly by ESMT.
For this exercise, one LPF per class will be sampled, as well as the teacher’s CAFÉ file. This is
intended to be a very quick review. However, if there is an Amber or Red rating given, there
should be a follow up noted.
DHT for SEN will undertake additional reviews towards the end of each half term which
will also be reviewed by ESMT.
LPFs and CAFÉ files form a major part of the Learner Progress Interview.
What will be examined
LPFs:
Is the MNS completed index up to date?
• Are the completed MNS well evidenced?
• Is the file well organised and readable?
CAFÉ:
• Is evidence up to date and regular?
• Is the evidence of good quality?
• Is there evidence that the observations are being used to inform planning?
• Is the file well organised and readable?
• Is there evidence of new targets/changed targets? (nb Targets will change over
time. This will be according to each individual learner. There is no expectation that new targets
will be seen every 2 weeks – there is no timescale implied.)
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Mechanism I
Annual reviews (ARs)

Coverage

Involvement

1, 3

Parents; headteacher or deputy;
teacher; link TA; care staff;
therapists; local authority

The concept
A review of each learner’s statement/EHCP is held annually – or 6 monthly for EYFS children.
What will be examined
• Progress against the long-term targets set in the statement/EHCP.
• Achievements and attainments are discussed.
• MNSs and long term outcomes from each of the profiles are reviewed. Where revisions
are recommended, these are written into the child’s profiles and circulated.
• The headteacher, parents and LEA officers can, and do, scrutinise the progress made, the
approaches used and the current MNSs that are set.

The mechanism: J
Peer school monitoring reviews

Coverage
1, 2, 3, 5

Involvement
Challenge Partners;
Glyne Gap School and Treloars
Schools.

The concept
Challenge Partners is an established organisation dedicated to the improvement of schools
through, amongst many other things, peer reviews. We have an annual three-day review of
our effectiveness. Under review will be our school improvement plans; teaching and learning,
and many other aspects of our delivery. We will receive a report containing ‘what went well’
and ‘even better if’. This will be followed up with peer school support.
We have also established a peer school review system with two other outstanding special
schools which have overlapping pupil needs and abilities. These reviews
look at teaching and learning, and also examine examples of evidence of progress.
What will be examined
• School improvement plans
• Self-evaluation accuracy
• Teaching
• Learning
• Planning, assessing and recording
• Curriculum
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Summer Term 2017: Learner Progress interview form for teacher appraisal
Teacher: x

Interviewer: Simon Yates, HT

Date: 08 06 17

Planning: evidence of assessment for learning; changing and adapting targets; creating
opportunities for development on the timetable.

Planning: evidence of breadth and balance; evidence of SMSC; evidence of PSHE.

Learner progress files – you will be asked to bring one: quality of evidence of individual
learner progress.

CAFÉ files – organized and up to date.

All pupils ‘my next steps achieved’ and ‘my progress made’ documents

Evidence of any requests for advice & requests for support with particular barriers to learning,
and any new interventions used and outcomes.

Anything you have been really pleased with during the year re individuals’ progress.

IPR & Post-IPR meeting notes – please have all ready to be looked at.

Summary comments on learner progress
Teacher’s comments on learner progress for the year

Interviewer’s comments on learner progress for the year

Teacher’s comments on learner progress interview

Interviewer’s comments on learner progress interview

LESSON OBSERVATION RECORDING
AND COMMENTARY FORM
Teacher

Learning
Activity

Class/Group

Date

Observer

Time

Staff
Learners

Evidence indicators of best practice at CHS (yes, no, n/a)
Adults know what progress to
look for

Evidence of personalised
learning – in delivery

Adults appropriately
engaged with children

Evidence of personalised
learning – in planning

Dynamic planning lets
child lead learning

Children’s understanding
is checked

Most able learners challenged
and stretched

Adults understand &
reinforce identified next
steps

Teacher makes timely
interventions

1. Teacher’s focus areas for development
These will have been identified through consultation between the teacher and observer before
the LO, and/or at Performance Management meetings, and/or from previous LO. They will be
agreed and understood between teacher and observer.

2. Additional focus
This will have been identified through consultation between the teacher and observer beforehand;
it may be a whole-school focus, (e.g. ‘How effectively do we deliver personalised learning?’) or one
which the teacher has requested as an individual, perhaps in response to a specific aspect which is
presenting some challenges, e.g. ‘How effective is the plenary for my group in reinforcing
learning/group cohesion?’ or ‘How well do I enable independent responses from my students?’.

3. Teaching and Learning – What was observed?
This is the observer’s ‘domain’ – space to record what was seen and heard. This part is not for
discussion but remains the responsibility/right of the observer (following thorough preparation
and consultation between both parties).
Please note issues for discussion as you record what was observed.

4. Notes of discussion from what was observed.
Brief notes of the discussion.

5. Agreed Outcomes: ‘What Went Well?’
From the discussion, what would you like to pick out to celebrate in particular?

6. Agreed Outcomes: ‘Even Better If’, and ideas for professional development.
From the discussion, what do you agree could have gone better? How might this be improved for
the future? Ideas could include formal CPD/training requests; action research projects; peer
mentoring, participation in learning walks, observing other teachers etc.

7. Any areas where there is not agreement reached.
Haywards Heath Road, North Chailey, Lewes, East Sussex, BN8 4EF
Chailey Heritage Foundation is a Registered Charity 1075837 and registered in England as a Charitable Company
Limited by Guarantee 3769775
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If you cannot agree on any aspect – especially an ‘even better if’ then this should be recorded
here, for further discussion at a later date.

8. SMSC
Any SMSC observed in the lesson and environment.

9. Teacher’s reflections on the lesson observation process.
Please take the time to think about what you have gained from this process, or what it has helped you
to think about. Might there be anything you will change or try out in the future?

Teacher’s
Signature:

Observer’s
Signature:

Date:

Date:
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TEACHER APPRAISAL – TEACHER NAME – 2016 - 2017
Status, role and responsibilities
Date of
Date of
Date of

Appraiser
meeting 1
meeting 2
meeting 3

TARGETS AND OUTCOMES RELATED TO EACH CHS PROFESSIONAL AREA
Teaching
Planning

Success Criteria
(what will be in place/ what will have been
developed?)
Planning will show how opportunities to
progress MNSs are timetabled in through the
day/week.

Learning
Assessment

Curriculum
Breadth

Professional
relationships

CAFEs and LPFs will be up to date with good
quality evidence and a record of My Next
Steps achieved.
Success Criteria
You will be able to demonstrate clearly how a
relevant breadth of experience and learning
is offered, including SMSC.
Breadth will vary depending on the class
group.
Success Criteria

Reviewer’s Monitoring
Notes & impact of
developments made
Interim appraisal outcomes
Final appraisal outcomes
Reviewer’s Monitoring
Notes & impact of
developments made
Interim appraisal outcomes
Final appraisal outcomes
Reviewer’s Monitoring
Notes & impact of
developments made
Interim appraisal outcomes
Final appraisal outcomes
Reviewer’s Monitoring
Notes & impact of
developments made
Interim appraisal outcomes
Final appraisal outcomes

Improvement
Planning

Success Criteria

Reviewer’s Monitoring
Notes & impact of
developments made
Interim appraisal outcomes
Final appraisal outcomes

Lead Practitioner

Success Criteria

Reviewer’s Monitoring
Notes & impact of
developments made
Interim appraisal outcomes
Final appraisal outcomes
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Advanced/Specialist
Practitioner

Success Criteria

Reviewer’s Monitoring
Notes & impact of
developments made
Interim appraisal outcomes
Final appraisal outcomes

Manager

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Success Criteria

TEACHER:

Reviewer’s Monitoring
Notes & impact of
developments made
Interim appraisal outcomes
1.
Final appraisal outcomes
1.

APPRAISER:

Date of
meeting:

Meeting 1a: Does the appraisee wish to be submitted for consideration for pay progression
at the end of this year?
(only applicable to those at CHS3a and below)
Meeting 1b: Agreed areas for professional development, and ideas for how to progress
these:
Meeting 2: New ideas for development; progress and outcomes made so far.
Meeting 3a: CPD undertaken in year, and record any other training, conferences,
exhibitions etc attended during the year (look at CPD log).
Meeting 3b: discussion of reflections from lesson observations
Meeting 3c: (If applicable) Does the appraiser agree to submit the appraisee for
consideration for pay progression?

Possible CPD options to meet needs:
Coaching, Mentoring, Job shadowing, Attending a suitable course, Visiting another school/institution, Buddying with a more
experienced colleague, Twilight provision by the school, Taking a further qualification, Leading change within your team, Taking
whole school responsibility, Joining a whole school working party

Teacher’s comments – meeting 2:

Appraiser’s comments –
meeting 2:

Teacher’s comments – meeting 3:

Appraiser’s comments –
meeting 3:

Teacher’s signature and date:

Appraiser’s signature and
date:
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Please save this document as firstname lastname appraisal month year eg Simon Yates Appraisal
October 17.doc and send a copy to syates@chf.org.uk when agreed.
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Improve
ment
planning

CPD

Professional relationships

Curriculum

Learning

Teaching

Professional
Area

CHS1
a, b, c
(M1,2,3)
Learning
practitioner

CHS2
a, b, c
(M4,5,6)
Good practitioner

CHS3
a, b
(U1-U2)
Accomplished
practitioner

• With targeted
support from
mentors, most
teaching is
approaching
good
• With targeted
support from
mentors, almost
all pupils
achieve in line
with school
expectations
• With targeted
support from
mentors,
planning,
assessing and
recording will be
appropriate

• With support
from mentors
most teaching at
least good

• All teaching is
good; some
outstanding
• Will mentor CHS1
practitioners

• With minimal
support from
mentors, almost
all pupils
achieve in line
with school
expectations
• With minimal
support from
mentors,
planning,
assessing and
recording will be
good

• Almost all pupils
achieve in line with
school
expectations; some
exceed them

• Positive working
relationships
with pupils,
colleagues and
parents

• These
relationships are
securely focused
on improving
provision for
pupils

• Complete
successfully all
mandatory
training and CHS
bespoke teacher
training*
• Proactively
learning from
others.
• Will be
supported with
developmental
appraisal
targets.

• Will have
achieved all CHS
teacher
competencies
• Proactively
learning from
others.
• Seeking out
specialist
training.
• Will meet all
appraisal targets
with support

• Plays a proactive
role in building key
stage or
departmental
teams to improve
provision and
outcomes
• Plays a proactive
role in leading the
professional
development of key
stage or
departmental
colleagues
• Coach/mentor for
CHS1 colleagues
• Proactively
learning from
others.
• Seeking out
specialist training.
• Will lead at teacher
meetings
• Will support CHS1
colleagues with
their competencies
as appropriate
• Will meet
challenging
appraisal targets
with support

• Will be aware of
school and
department
priorities for
development

• Will have a
functional role in
developmental
work

• Will support CHS1
colleagues with
planning, assessing
and recording.
• Contribute to
subject/curriculum
development
• Will contribute to
moderation of
learner progress

• May have
responsibility for a
DIP target

CHS4
(U3)
Lead practitioner
• All teaching is good;
much is outstanding
• Will give exemplar
lessons
• Will mentor CHS1&2
practitioners
• Almost all pupils
achieve in line with
school expectations;
many exceed them

• Will support or lead on
the revisions and
developments of
planning, assessing and
recording
• Will research for
curriculum
development
• Take a
subject/curriculum lead
including supporting
moderation of
assessments of
learning in this area
• Plays a proactive role in
building school-wide
teams to improve
provision and outcomes
• Plays a proactive role in
leading the professional
development of
colleagues across the
school
• Coach/mentor for
CHS2&3 colleagues

• Will have, or will be
working towards,
specialist accreditation
to support the school’s
development
• Will lead at teachers’
meetings and Inset
• May lead training
sessions as part of
mandatory training
• Will meet or exceed
challenging appraisal
targets
• Will support CHS1-3
colleagues towards
their targets.
• Will have responsibility
for DIP targets
• May have WSAP

Improvement
planning

CPD

Professional
relationships

Curriculum

Learning

Teaching

Professional
Area

TLR Department Manager/Lead
Teacher

Specialist/Advanced Specialist
Practitioner

• All teaching good; much outstanding
• Quality assures and reports on teaching
in the department

• All teaching good; much outstanding
• Teaching of specialism will be outstanding
• Quality assures and reports on teaching of
specialism across the school and wider

• Almost all pupils achieve in line with
school expectations; many exceed them
• Monitors and reports on learning in the
department

• Almost all pupils achieve in line with school
expectations; many exceed them
• Contributes expertise in specialist
interventions to ensure pupils across the
school achieve expectations
• Will support revisions and developments of
planning, assessing and recording in
respect to specialism
• Will be part of lead team on curriculum
development across school

• Will devise and develop curriculum
appropriate to the age and ability of the
pupils in the department
• Will support and lead on the revisions and
developments of planning, assessing and
recording
• Will monitor and report on the above
• Plays a proactive role in building schoolwide teams to improve provision and
outcomes
• Plays a proactive role in leading the
professional development of colleagues in
the department
• Coach/mentor for department teachers
• Will have, or will be working towards,
specialist accreditation to support the
school’s development
• Will lead at teachers’ meetings and Inset
• Will lead training sessions as part of
mandatory training
• Will have responsibility a DIP
• May have WSAP
• Will report to parents, governors and
ESMT
• Will have responsibility for other key
areas of development & implementation
(eg work experience; exams officer;
college links)

• Models and supports teaching across the
school in specialist area
• Plays a proactive role in leading the
professional development of colleagues
across the school
• Coach/mentor for CHS2&3 colleagues
• Will have specialist accreditation to
support the school’s development
• Will lead at teachers’ meetings and Inset
and wider
• Will lead training sessions as part of
mandatory training
• Will be a champion for the specialism
within and outside CHS
• May have responsibility for DIP targets
• Will have WSAP
• Will report to parents, governors and ESMT

The descriptors above by necessity include statements of degree, such as: most; much;
almost all; minimal. A professional discussion between appraisee and manager will be held,
supported by evidence, to determine whether those degrees have been achieved.
Recommendations for pay progression will be made by the manager to the head and deputy,
who will, in turn, present these to a panel including a governor, to ensure parity and
fairness across all decisions.

CHS1

a

M1

‘Instructor’ grade

Learning
Practitioner

b

M2

2:2 degree

c

M3

2.1 or 1st degree

CHS2
Good
Practitioner

a
b
c

M4
M5
M6

CHS3

a

UPS 1

Accomplished
Practitioner

b

UPS 2

CHS4 Lead
Practitioner

Manager
Specialist
Practitioner
Advanced
Specialist
Practitioner

a

UPS 3

Requirement to
demonstrate sustained
achievement at each level
before progressing to the
next level in the band.
Generally would take at
least 2 years to
demonstrate.

New posts only to be
offered if there is an agreed
need for a particular role.

TLR2
SEN 2
TLR2

eg. MSI dual qualified
teacher

Teacher’s professional development log and reflective journal:
becoming a better teacher year by year.

Continuing Professional Development

Chailey Heritage Teachers’ Standards for CPD:
CHS1 (M1,2,3)
Learning
practitioner
• Complete
successfully all
mandatory
training and CHS
bespoke teacher
training*
• Proactively
learning from
others.
• Will be supported
with
developmental
appraisal targets.

CHS2 (M4,5,6)
Good practitioner
• Will have
achieved all CHS
teacher
competencies
• Proactively
learning from
others.
• Seeking out
specialist
training.
• Will meet all
appraisal targets
with support

TLR Department Manager/Lead Teacher
• Will have, or will be working towards,
specialist accreditation to support the
school’s development
• Will lead at teachers’ meetings and
Inset
• Will lead training sessions as part of
mandatory training

CHS3 (U1-U2)
Accomplished
practitioner
• Proactively
learning from
others.
• Seeking out
specialist training.
• Will lead at teacher
meetings
• Will support CHS1
colleagues with
their competencies
as appropriate
• Will meet
challenging
appraisal targets
with support

CHS4 (U3)
Lead practitioner

• Will have, or will be
working towards,
specialist
accreditation to
support the school’s
development
• Will lead at teachers’
meetings and Inset
• May lead training
sessions as part of
mandatory training
• Will meet or exceed
challenging appraisal
targets
• Will support CHS1-3
colleagues towards
their targets.
Specialist/Advanced Specialist Practitioner
• Will have specialist accreditation to support
the school’s development
• Will lead at teachers’ meetings and Inset
and wider
• Will lead training sessions as part of
mandatory training
• Will be a champion for the specialism within
and outside CHS

At Chailey Heritage School, there is a programme of mandatory training for teachers, and there
are further specialist training and development opportunities presented to teachers
throughout the year. However, teachers here are also expected to be engaged in self-directed
learning, to keep themselves abreast of new research and ideas in the field of special education,
to continue to improve their own practice and to share with others.
From January 2016, all teachers will be expected (not required) to keep a log of their
development. This will be reviewed as part of the appraisal cycle. For teachers aspiring to
promotion through the Chailey Heritage Scales, or to a lead or specialist position, or indeed at
another school, this will be vital evidence. The log will help teachers demonstrate through the
appraisal process that they have developed as a teacher each year.
The log may be kept in any form. However, it must include:
• What experiences/actions/activities the teachers have had which have been part of their
CPD
• What they have learned from these experiences
• How this has affected their practice
• How this has benefited other people’s practice (where relevant)

DfES guidance CPD records.pdf
Examples of CPD from DfES guidance.pdf
Learning from teaching colleagues:
• Shadowing a colleague
• Watching a colleague present an assembly
• Learn presentation skills by observing a colleague present training
• Visiting & seeing other schools in action
• Working with other teachers on projects
Extending professional knowledge:
• In house training
• External training
• Online courses
• Reading books, journals, web-based literature
• Accredited training
• Working towards accredited qualification
Extending professional experience:
• Team teaching
• Peer mentoring e.g. mentoring an NQT
• Working with other on-site professionals e.g. therapists, nursing teacm, residential team,
Working with off-site professionals e.g. educational psychologists, sensory support
• Working with parents
• Gaining experience of interviewing
• Acting as a Performance Reviewer
• Serving as a Governor
• Serving on professional committees/working parties
• Leading/supervising non-professionals who work in the classroom
• Contributing to ARVs, Health Reviews, LAC Reviews & other meetings of professionals
• Participating in collation of evidence for tribunals Eg hosting & having discussions with
visiting professionals; writing extended reports
• Active involvement in networking and sharing with teachers from other schools
• Team (dept) discussions re subject/child/SEN (documented with outcomes)
• Leading & contributing to a teachers’ meeting
• Leading & contributing to school based INSET
• Coordinating/managing an aspect of learning
• Devising and leading training for classroom based staff in class, department or across
whole school
• Developing a training module
• Prepare a presentation
• Assuming the role of leader for a special initiative in school
• Carrying out action research in the classroom/school and sharing pedagogical
developments
• Contributing to a professional publication
Working with pupils
• Developing teaching skills across a wide age range
• Developing teaching skills across a wide range of needs
• Working with pupils on school councils
• Taking responsibility for leading an off-site visit or event

ESMT DROP-IN MONITORING FORM
Day and date:

Observer:

Session lead:

Session/activity
visited:
(what were
they doing and
where?)
General
observations:
(environment,
behaviour for
learning,
direction of
staff etc)
‘Why’
All questions
depend on the
context and
what has been
observed.

G
A
R
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why is the pupil doing this activity?
Is the activity linked to a next step?
Are you making opportunities for the pupil to progress?
Are you ensuring opportunities for the pupil to communicate?
Can you think of better ways of doing this?
Can you spot any progress?
Can you get evidence for the learner progress folder?
Are you creating opportunities for developing the characteristics of effective
learning, to be self-motivated and curious?

‘Why’ notes

‘Why’ rating:

G

A

R

Follow
up?

Understanding ‘Clipboard Visits’
What’s happening?
Simon, Richard and Paula will be visiting sessions all around the school.
You will know that it’s ‘official’ because we will be carrying a clipboard!
Why are you doing this?
We need to know that whatever you and the young people are doing
is meaningful and well thought out, and that you know what you are
trying to achieve.
What will you do on a visit?
We will write down some general observations about what is going on
in the session. We will then ask one or two people some questions
and make notes.
What will you ask?
We will most often be asking you why you and the young person with
you are doing whatever you are doing, and what the purpose is.
What is the best way to answer?
You should be able to explain the reason for the activity. It might be
linked to a My Next Step. You should be able to explain what you are
hoping to see the young person achieve, and what you would write
down as evidence for the teacher.
How am I meant to know that?
Your teacher is responsible for making sure you understand this for
each session. Teachers will all have different ways of letting you know
this. If you don’t know why you are doing what you are doing – make
sure you ask your teacher (or sometimes therapist)!
Also, reading the young person’s profiles and My Next Steps
documents is really important.
How will I know if I have done well?
We will try to tell you then and there, if not we will try
to find you later. We will try our best to feed back to
everyone but it’s not always possible, so if
you don’t hear anything then you were
fine & well done!

CHAILEY HERITAGE SCHOOL & CHAILEY HERITAGE CLINICAL SERVICES
INDIVIDUAL PUPIL REVIEW (IPR)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The IPR will be arranged for approximately 6 months after Annual Review to discuss profiles and to
rate progress vs expectations.
Teachers will e-mail the most up-to-date profiles to the relevant therapists, and the My Next Steps
document to all therapists at least 2 weeks before the IPR meeting.
Teachers should also send, by post or e-mail, all profiles to parents for them to think about, with the
post-IPR letter.
All attending will come prepared with ideas to discuss at the meeting.
The IPR profile discussions will be noted at the meeting: this is very important. We need to record
that we have had a professional, multi-disciplinary discussion, and note down any new
thoughts/approaches/actions.
After updating the profiles, therapists will e-mail them back to the teachers.
The teacher will then arrange a meeting/phone call/teleconference with parents to discuss and
obtain their input to the profiles and their rating f progress made. This is mandatory.
Meeting Notes
Pupil’s Name:
Date of Individual Pupil Review:

Profession
Teacher
Link worker
Key worker
Nurse
SaLT
Physio
OT
Sensory Needs Coordinator
ICT Co-ordinator

Name

In attendance

Learning Profiles &
Pupil Premium

Brief
•
•
•
•

notes of discussions:
Is there anything we could have done?
Is there anything else we should be trying?
Is there anyone else we should consult?
Any actions to take?

01 All About Me
form
02 Engagement
Support Profile
(including sensory
information)
03 Communication
Profile
04 Social,
Emotional & Wellbeing Profile
05 Physical Profile

06 Access
Technology
06a Driving Profile

07 Functional Skills
Profile
08 My Progress
Plan: review
ASPIRATIONS
Pupil Premium if
applicable

Additional issues raised and any actions required

Update
req’d?

ONLY TO BE USED IF SIGNIFICANT CHANGES NEED TO BE MADE TO STATEMENT / EHCP
If suggesting significant changes to provision please detail below (this information will be
included in the next Annual/Transfer Review).
NEXT REVIEW WILL BE ANNUAL REVIEW / TRANSFER REVIEW (delete as appropriate)
CHANGES REQUIRED REGARDING PROVISION FOR THE FOLLOWING AREAS OF LEARNING:
COMMUNICATION AND INTERACTION
YES/NO
If yes please give details and any additional provision required:

COGNITION AND LEARNING
If yes please give details and any additional provision required:

SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL AND MENTAL HEALTH DIFFICULTIES
If yes please give details and any additional provision required:

SENSORY AND PHYSICAL (INCLUDING MEDICAL)
If yes please give details and any additional provision required:

INDEPENDENCE AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
If yes please give details and any additional provision required:

INFORMATION REVIEWED
Medical Issues including Every Day Health
Care Needs (EDHCN)

Any other issues

Teacher to sign and date and send to Emily
Stokes once updated profiles have been
discussed and agreed with parents

COMMENTS

ANNUAL PROFILE REVIEW WITH PARENTS

Parents attended: Yes/No
Name of pupil:

Date of
meeting/
discussion

Class
Teacher

Telephone/face to face/video
conference
Spoke with:
Mother/Father/Guardian
Profile (if applicable)

Parents requested amendments or agreement

All about me form
Engagement support profile
Communication profile
S & EW profile
Physical Profile
Access Technology profile
Driving profile
Functional Skills profile

Check ASPIRATIONS Copy here from Progress Plan
My Progress Plan
Check for agreement that these are the top priority
My Next Steps
Other actions

Haywards Heath Road, North Chailey, Lewes, East Sussex, BN8 4EF
Chailey Heritage School is part of Chailey Heritage Foundation, a Registered Charity 1075837
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Community NHS Foundation Trust, Chailey Clinical
Services, to deliver properly integrated, highly
specialist services to meet education, health and
care needs.
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